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Abstract — Traffic congestion in smart and major cities has
been one of the main problems in traffic management and system
guidance. Due to the fast economic growth and the highly
increasing number of vehicles, the first challenge is to
successfully predict accurate traffic flow information to minimize
traffic congestion and traffic accidents. Not long ago, many
researchers have started to focus more and more concentration
on deep learning techniques, including Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN), especially due to their capacity to learn longterm dependencies of sequence data and capture the nonlinearity
nature of traffic flow. This paper has applied three different
kinds of recurrent neural network architecture such as simple
RNN, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU) by considering different time intervals. The dataset
collected from the California department of transportation in the
year 2018 and 2019 have been used; however, few missing values
have been discovered due to incorrect measurement and
equipment errors. In this study, to ensure the data quality to be
trained in our models and increase the model performance, the
mean method on the same hours has been used to calculate and
substitute the missing values. LSTM model is proposed in this
study on both short and long time intervals. Two popular
metrics, including Mean Absolute Percentage Errors (MAPE)
and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), have been used to
evaluate the prediction efficiency.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The traffic flow congestion and traffic data in modern areas
have been blown up in the past years because of the rising
number of cars. People get hit in the traffic for many hours, so
individual travelers and Intelligent Transportation System(ITS)
precise that traffic flow is important for both drivers. With
different advanced technologies used these days, electronic
devices are being deployed to collect traffic data such as
passing vehicle details, including volumes, speed and class at a
certain time [1]. However, it is possible to use the detailed
reviewed data collected to help transport planners improve
existing road networks or construct new ones based on the
predicted long-term and short-term traffic flow. All of these are
in ITS, the traffic prediction foundational [2, 3].
Although precise traffic prediction is a huge problem to
solve, the massive traffic data collected holds missing values or
incorrect values for many reasons like equipment errors and
incorrect measurement, leading to an inaccurate prediction and
poor quality output. One of the best solutions to such
imperfections is data preprocessing in which the dataset is
prepared and cleaned [4]. Techniques used for traffic
forecasting have steadily shifted from statistical models to
machine learning intelligence and have been into two major
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classes which involved parametric and non-parametric models
[5–7]. Furthermore, due to stochastic and nonlinear traffic flow
characteristics, parametric linearity method did not provide
high efficiency in predicting the next situations and more
Researchers started to concentrate on the non-parametric
methods which try to learn historical data which is related to
the expectation instant and use the information items found to
forecast for the future.
Researchers have presented many traffic flow forecasting
approaches whereby they made attention to short-term traffic
flow prediction but is still observed as a challenge today [8].
According to the literature in parametric models,
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) is the
most commonly used method that supposes that the traffic state
is stationary. One weakness of ARIMA is its inherent
propensity to focus On the data's mean values from the past
sequence. It remains difficult, therefore, to capture a rapidly
changing phase [9]. Because of the failure due to nonlinear and
the stochastic parametric models which are not able to predict
accurately, non-parametric models have been studied and built
by more researchers including the Support Vector Regression
(SVR)application successfully submitted for the prediction of
time series and has shown some disadvantages, such as the lack
of standardized means to decide some primary model
parameters [9]. Neural networks implementations have become
the latest interest in the traffic research field.
The contrast between traditional models and neural
networks distinctly present an upper level in predicting
accurate traffic information [10]. one of the deep learning
models called Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) establish the
reputation for dealing with time series via recurrent neural ties;
however, Gers et al. in [11,12] show that firstly there are still
many problems to be tackled in fashion because RNNs do not
train with long time lags in the time series, although this
incident is commonly seen in traffic prediction tasks. Secondly,
that to learn the processing of the temporal series, RNNs rely
on predetermined time lags, but it is not easy to Find in an
automated way the optimum time window size. By altering the
arrangement of the secret neurons in conventional RNN, Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) has been revolutionarily
designed to solve the problem. Wang et al. [13] apply LSTM
based approach for the next moment prediction of traffic load
in a particular geometric field. In [14], LSTM was applied for
traffic speed prediction with remote microwave sensor data.
Yongxue Tian and Li pan [8] compared different models
including SVM, SAE, FFNN and LSTM RNN and conclude
that the LSTM RNN model achieves best results between these
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non-parameter models. Li et al. assessed the LSTM and GRU
model efficiency to predict traffic flow [15].
In this paper, we evaluate and propose LSTM model, which
has been compared with GRU and Simple RNN, all known to
have the same RNN architectures. The best model for short
term traffic prediction is compared with four different time
frame sections of 1hour to 4 hours predicted results in the
future. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the LSTM description; section III show the
experimental setup, section IV indicates the results and lastly
section V highlights conclusion and the future work.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF LSTM

A. Overview of LSTM
The most robust and well-known sub-class of RNN is
called LSTM. Both are artificial neural networks designed to
recognize patterns in data sequences such as numerical time
series data, stock markets and government agencies. LSTM is a
special kind of RNN that can learn long-term dependencies; a
memory cell is the core concept behind the LSTM architecture
that can hold its condition over a long period, which controls
the movement of information out of the cell. The standard
LSTM consists of one input layer, one hidden recurring layer, a
layer with memory block as the basic unit, and one output
layer. The memory block comprises a self-connected memory
cells with Temporal state memorization, and three adaptive,
multiplicative ones Gating units: the input, output and gates to
control the forgotten gates The flow of information inside the
block. The three additional gates provide access to the
Continuous analogues of operations on the block to write, read
and reset. Multiplicative gates can learn how to open and close,
so over long periods, LSTM memory cells can store and access
information. Mitigating the question of the vanishing gradient.
An example of the LSTM memory block is given in Fig 1.

Fig 1. LSTM RNN architecture

The historical traffic data is denoted as x= (x 1, x2, ….,xT), the
hidden state of the memory cell is represented as h= (h1,
h2,….,hT) and the traffic data predicted as y=(y1,y2,….,YT).The
networks of LSTM do the computations as follows:
(1)
ht = H (Wxh xt +Whhht −1 + bh )

hidden bias vector). H is the hidden layer function, which is
performed by the following composite function:
(3)
it =  (Wxi xt + Whiht −1 + Wcict −1 + bi )
(4)
f t =  Wxf xt + Whf ht −1 + Wcf ct −1 + b f

(

ct = f t ct −1 + it g (Wxc xt + Whcht −1 + bc )
ot =  (Wxo xt + Whoht −1 + Wcoct + bo )

)

(5)
(6)

(7)
ht = o h(ct )
In the below equations,  ( x ) is the stated regular logistic
sigmoid function in Eq.(8), g( x ) and h( x ) are the function
transformations of  ( x ) whose respectively range is [-2,2]
and [-1,1]. Therefore, it, ft, ot and ct represent the input gate,
forget gate, output gate, and the vectors of cell activation, each
of them has the same size as the hidden vector h.
1
(8)
 ( x) =
1 + e−x
4
(9)
g (x ) =
−2
1 + e −x
2
(10)
h( x ) =
−1
1 + e −x
The following equation written below contribute to reducing
the sum of square errors:
2
(11)
et =  ( yt − pt )
III.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Data Description and Experimental Design
The dataset collected in this research is downloaded from
the California Department of transportation (Caltrans)
performance measurement system (PeMS). It is one of the
Foremost Widely used database in traffic flow data. We used
The freeway SR237-W data obtained in a real-time from
individual sensors across the freeway system, located in Santa
Clara County, the city of Sunnyvale in California. The data was
collected from 1st January 2018 to 31st December 2019 with
an update frequency of the 30s and then aggregated for each
detector station into 5min the minimum interval, 1hour, daily
or weekly. The whole sample points in the dataset we used
include 12000 samples, of which 80% was used for training,
and the remaining 20% was used for testing. The raw dataset
used in our experiment is divided each day with 1-hour of an
interval. However, the traffic flow data has an apparent oneday cycle composed of 24-hours, whereby the workdays
patterns are very different from the holidays and weekends
patterns. As seen in the literature, the trend of eliminating
weekends is very prevalent [16-18], in this paper working days
are the only chosen as shown in Fig 2, and the two peak hours
are 8 AM and 5 PM whereby around 2500 vehicles can pass in
only 1-hour.

(2)
yt = Why ht + by
The W term denotes weight matrices (e.g. Wxh is the inputhidden weight matrix), b term denote bias vectors(e.g.bh is
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Fig 2. Time series of hourly traffic flow

In our experiment, all the algorithms have been implemented in
python using tensor flow as backend and Keras library. Our
model was built through the following steps, which focuses on
deep learning data preprocessing to achieve accurate
predictions results:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Step1: The first initial and important step is to obtain a
relevant and latest dataset that we have downloaded
on the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) performance measurement system (PeMS).
Step2: We imported all the necessary python libraries,
and the dataset gathered.
Step3: The next step of our preprocessing is to
identify and substitute the missing values in our
dataset which occupy a very small part of the whole
data, therefore to ensure an accurate result, missing
records have been replaced by the historical average
mean value of the same past hour.
Step4: Normalization is an important step that allows
scaling the data within a range of 0 and 1while
training and performing data analysis. If the data is
very wide, the comparison of the statistics will be
difficult.
Step5: We split our dataset into two different datasets
(training and test) 80% and 20% respectively and
determined the model input and output values.
Step6: The next step is to build a model by
establishing all the parameters, including the number
of layers and neurons.
Step7: Now, the LSTM model can be trained, and the
results will be analyzed before changing the
parameters.
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Fig 3. Flowchart of short term traffic flow prediction based on LSTM.

For our experiment, we consider only the traffic flow data
as the prediction input without taking other variables into
account, including road accidents data, atmospheric conditions
or other basic traffic flow parameters like speed and density.
Some primary optimal parameters of the proposed model in
short term traffic prediction are detailed in the following table I
including the size of the input layer, the number of hidden
layers and the hidden units in each hidden layer, the number of
epochs, the activation function, the batch size and the output
layer size.
TABLE I. LSTM model parameters
Optimal Parameters

Values

Input size

1

Hidden layers

2

Hidden units

8,16,32,64,128,256

Batch size

4,8,16,32,64,128

Output size
The architecture of the
model

1
Input layer→LSTM layer →LSTM
layer→Dropout layer→Fully connected
layer→Output layer

Epoch

500

optimizer

Adam

Learning rate

0.01

Dropout

0.2

Loss function

Mean_Squared _Error

Activation function

Tanh
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B. Index of Performance
In this research two popular metrics have been used to
evaluate the accuracy of the short term traffic flow, including
both Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) which is a common
way to calculate a model's Error in quantitative data prediction,
and Mean Absolute Percentage Errors (MAPE) which tests the
prediction accuracy of a forecasting system usually presented
in percentage. Following Eq (12) and Eq (13) represent MAPE
and RMSE calculations.

MAPE( y, yˆ ) =

1 n yi − yˆ i
 y
n i =1
i

(12)
1

1 n
22
RMSE( y, yˆ ) =   ( yi − yˆ i ) 
 n i =1

Thus y is the traffic flow observed value, and
predicted traffic flow value.
IV.

(13)

A. Model Validation
Other types of RNN prediction models have been selected
to compare and validate the efficiency of the proposed model
LSTM, such as GRU and Simple RNN. The researcher, Cho et
al.in 2014, suggested that GRU has gating units that control the
data flow within the unit while Simple RNN and LSTM
calculates a weighted sum of the inputs and applies tanh as a
nonlinear function [19]. All of the prediction models chosen
have both the same architecture and the same prediction model
process. According to a different time interval, the average
results of RMSE and MAPE values of the three prediction
models are summarized in table II and table III.

is the

RESULTS

The predictions results obtained show that most of the
variations are identified reasonably good, in terms of
forecasting accuracy and reliability, a comparative performance
analysis of three forecasting models including Simple RNN,
GRU and LSTM is presented and some valuable results have
been interpreted:
1.

As the time interval increases from one hour to the
fourth hour, short term traffic flow prediction
efficiency increases accordingly to all the above three
different models.

2.

As the best model to predict the short term traffic
flow, both GRU and LSTM have shown closer
accurate results than Simple RNN. However, by
considering the prediction stability, LSTM
outperforms GRU.

3.

The LSTM takes advantage of its capability to update
the input in its memory continuously. This enables the
model to learn for a long time in memory the pattern,
trend, and fluctuation in the dataset during the
training.

Fig 4. Comparison of observed and predicted traffic flow

Fig 4 illustrates the comparison of the observed and predicted
traffic flow values of vehicles per hour. The results show some
correlations between them, which means that our model tried
to capture the real values. The peak hours shown on our graph
is at seven in the morning and four in the afternoon, therefore
at midnight (zero hour) to the 4th hour early in the morning
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and from 10 to 11th hour in the night the traffic flow is very
low which means that the number of vehicles cannot cause the
traffic flow.

TABLE II. Prediction performance (RMSE)
Predicted time
1-Hour
2-Hours
3-Hours
4-Hours

Simple RNN

Models
GRU

LSTM

159.79
308.98
469.29
583.89

154.66
304.77
463.89
592.25

149.52
314.41
436.92
584.63

The RMSE values presented in table II show that GRU has
calculated a low difference of observed and predicted error
values on the second hour. All the RNN architecture models'
prediction performance can be found that the two metrics
RMSE and MAPE are close, particularly in table III the MAPE
of LSTM and GRU whose values are 11.04% and 11.70%
respectively. The traffic flow prediction of the 4th hour has
outperformed all the hours. When the percentage is getting
smaller, previous data into the models may help achieve greater
prediction accuracy to re-train again to the next hour.
Therefore, this proves that LSTM and GRU are capable of
learning and memorizing long term dependencies.
TABLE III. Prediction performance (MAPE)
Predicted
time
1-Hour
2-Hours
3-Hours
4-Hours

Simple RNN
15.61%
15.59%
15.09%
13.76%

Models
GRU
14.60%
14.72%
13.04%
11.70%

LSTM
13.28%
12.92%
12.03%
11.04%

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, three different RNN architectures, including
Simple RNN, GRU, and LSTM, have been applied to predict
traffic flow within a short and long time interval. Few missing
values in the dataset collected on Caltrans PEMS from 2018
and 2019 have been substituted by the same missing hour's
mean method to ensure the preprocessed data quality. LSTM
outperform GRU and RNN in our study. However, GRU has
shown closer results to our proposed method, especially on the
fourth-hour traffic flow prediction where MAPE of LSTM is
11.04%, and GRU presented 11.70%. In This study, traffic
flow has been considered the only input. Other factors such as
the vehicles speed and the weather conditions will be
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considered to improve the
performance in future work.

RNN

models

prediction

[8]

[9]
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